abstract~
Tile primary purpose of this paper is to present a set of conditions that constrain accent placement in focused nominally ptemodified NPs. Selkirk (1984) argues that if the premodifier is an argument of the head, then the head can be deaccented. I agree with Selkirk's proposal and argue that what is essential is not whether the premodifier is a grammatical argument of the head noun, but rather, whether it is a 0-complement in lexical conceptual structure. This proposal is evaluated by testing it against a corpus of naturally occurring data.
O. introduction
It is generally agreed that an utterance can be divided into two parts which are related to the discourse function of the information represented by that utterance. The TOPIC is what the sentence is about and the FOCUS represents a new predication about the topic. This information structure constrains accent placement. For example, 'primary' accent must be within the constituent that represents the focused information. The ability of an accent on a single word to mark a larger phrase as focus is widely recognized. For example in (1) the accent on conservative can mark the phrase redneck conservative as the focused constituent (since (1) can be used to answer the question What was your town like? ). (Accent is indicated by small caps and focus by underlining.)
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(1) My hometown was redneck CObISER-Y_ATI~. (Lia Matera 1988 Smart Money) in (1) focus is represented by a single constituent, but this need not be the case as (2) illustrates.
(2) A: Where's Karl? B: ~ her ~.
In (2B), Karl, the referent of her, is the topic and tire focus is thus discontinuous. Though there seems to be agreement about the importance of a theory that accounts for the accent-focus relation, there is little agreement about the exact nature of this relationship. For instance, different theories give different answers to the question of whether this relationship is syntactic, semantic, morphological, or pragmatic. There is also disagreement over how large a phrase can be brought into focus by a single accent.
Even for simple constructions the relationship between accent and focus is unclear. In exam~ pies (3)-(7), a MODIFIER + NOUN constituent is focused. Note that in the (a) member of each pair, it is the modifer that receives the accent and in the (b) member of the pair, it is the head noun. (Bolinger 1986.118) ~'his paper examines the association of accent and focus in nominally premodified NPs. 2 1.0 previous work. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) However, regarding the relationship between accent and focus in general, they state that q'he question of how an accent becomes associated with certain material is not yet well understood.' (p309 n.4) Some researchers view this rdationship between focus and accent as essentially syntactic. In the computational literature, Lyons and Hirst (1990) present the following rule constraining the accent focus relation: (8) a. What is accented is necessarily in focus. b. 'focus is optionally and nondererministically percolated up the syntax tree, to any node from its rightmost daughter (rightmost because stress manifests itself only at the end of the focused constituent). ' (1990.57) Many theoretical linguists have proposed similar syntactic constraints relating phrasal accent placement and focus (see, for example, Chomsky and Halle 1968 , Chomsky 1971 , Jackendoff 1972 , and Culicover and Rochemont 1983 Chomsky and Halle 1968, and Selkirk 1984) . Steedman (1991) claims that accent serves to divide an utterance into an optional constituent that represents the topic (what he, following Jackendoff 1972, calls the 'open-proposition') and a constituent that represents the focus. He argues that within each of these constituents, accent is put on the parr that represents what is 'emphasized or contrasted' with something in the discourse context--the 'interesting part'. This idea has also been proposed by a number of other researchers (see, for example, Schmerling 1976 , Gundel 1978 , Selkirk 1984 , Bolinger 1986 , and Rochemont 1986 ). Although there is wide disagreement about the formal definitions of 'topicfocus' and 'the interesting part' there is no doubt that these are essential pragmatic determinants that constrain accent placement, and it is equally 5By focused constituent I mean the phr~,e that represents focused information. 4Rule (7) also fails in a range of other cases including most intransitive aen~nces ( Whau h~ppenedI--BUSH resigned ) . See Schmeding 1976 , Gundel 1978 , Bolinger 1986 , and Lambr~ht 1992 for further discmalon.
ACRES DE COLING-92, N^h'T~, 23-28 ^OfT 1992clear that they play a major role determining accent in nominally premodified NPs. Consider {11), a dialogue between two linguistics professors about the dissertation of a student in the department: (11) (Ladd 1980.90) It could be argued that the accent patterns in (3)- (5) are also determined by 'interestingness'. However, the role of 'interestingness' is less clear in phrases like those in (6) and (7). As Bolinger (1989.200) notes, accent placement in some prenominally modified NPs is more invariable than in others. For example, while in (12) the old information constrains the the location of accent, this is not the case in (13) Thus, if a noun phrase represents focused information, and if that noun phrase consists of an argument followed by the head noun, then the prediction is that the argument is necessarily accented. This seems like an elegant way to characterize the difference between leftward and rightward accented prenominaUy modified noun phrases, which has been problematic for other approaches to accent placement. Consider, for example, the difference in accent pattern between (21) which has an accent on its left constituent, and (22) which has the accent on its right constituent. There are three possible relations between a prenominal NP and its head. The prenominal can be a grammatical argument, a complement in lexical conceptual structure, or an adjunct modifier. A distinguishing characteristic of an adjunct modifier is that it is licensed by predication.5 As a result, it can be separated from its head by a copula. For example, in the phrase the red car, red is an adjunct modifier and can be separated from its head as (24) illustrates.
(24) The car is red.
In (22) student is a modifier and can be separated from its head as in (25) The teacher is a student.
However, in (21) history is not a modifier and it cannot be separated from its head as (24) shows.
(26) ??The teacher is of history.
There is one question that immediately comes to mind: is Sdkirk's notion of 'argument' a syntactic notion (that is, is it a grammatical argument licensed by A-structure), or is it a semantic notion involving 0-participants in lcs? Grimshaw (1990) argues convincingly that only nouns that have an internal aspeetual analysis (nouns that refer to what she calls complex events) have argument structure (A-structure). She describes significant differences in the behavior of complex event nouns and other nouns to support this analysis. For example, complex event nominals have obligatory arguments as shown in (27) (27) a The assignment is to be avoided. b. *The constant assignment is to be avoided. c. The constant assignment of unsolvable problems is to be avoided. (Grimshaw 1990 .50 ex.8)
arguments
Grimshaw considers assignment to be ambiguous between a complex event interpretation and a process interpretation. The addition of the modifier constant forces the complex event interpretation since constant can only be construed as a modifier of assignment on the complex event reading. Thus, it's A-structure must be satisfied as in (27c) just as 5That is, the meaning of modifier is predicated on the external argument of the head noun (Its Rargumen0. (29), it fails on nominals that do not represent complex events as in (30) (29) a. TREE felling b. COOKIE baking (30) a. HISTORY teacher b. BIT guzzler 1 believe the distinction is a semantic one involving 0-participants in lexical conceptual structure (Ics). Every verb and noun (including deverbal nouns) has a lexical conceptual structure that includes the entities involved in the events or states described (see, for example, Dowty (1989) , Fillmore (1968) , and Jackendoff (1987 Jackendoff ( , 1990 ). Selkirk's intuitions expressed in rules (15) and (16) are essentially correct. Reformulating her rules as constraints between lexical conceptual structure and focused information offers a more precise characterization of her insights. A reformulation of (15) and (16) constraining the accent-focus relation of premodified NPs containing a deverbal element is given in (31) and (32): (31) The representation of a constituent is focused if that constituent receives a pitch accent. (32) A representation, R, may be focused if a representation that is a 0-complement of R is focused.
Consider the pairs in (33) and (34).
(33) a. PACKAGE delivery b. overnight DELIVERY (34) a. CETACEAN research h. university RESEARCH According to Grimshaw, neither delivery nor research has an A-structure since neither has an internal aspectual analysis. However, since these are both deverbal nouns, they inherit their O-structure from the related verbs. Package, then, is a 0-complement of delivery, since package is the theme of (31) and (32) were tested on data collected from multiple genres of natural discourse induding public radio news articles, nruhiple participant discussions, and academic lectures. The results are given in Table 1 modifier's relation to laead The rule also predicts that if the modifier is not a 0-complement of the head then the head needs to be accented. 
discussion

agents and experiencers
The accent characteristics of phrases where the nominal premodifier can be construed as a subject of the head is less dear. There is some controversy as to whether such constructions are possible. For example, Selkirk (1982.34 ) restricts subjects from occurring in these compounds by use of the rule presented in (40)
The SUBJ argument of a lexical head may not be satisfied in compound structure.. Sproat and Liberman (1987) point out that subjects in compounds are not usually accented. The examples they give are presented in (41) (41) a. woman SWIMMER b. child DANCING c. student DEMONSTRATION Sproat and Liberman 1987.143 Deverbal nouns head 25% of the nominally premodified Nps in the corpus examined. 7 Since deverbal nouns are distinguished from other nouns in the lexicon, the generation system can correctly determine when to apply the rule in (32). As Dowry (1989), Jackendoff (1987 Jackendoff ( , 1990 ) and others have noted, lexical conceptual structure is needed for correct semantic interpretation. (For computational approaches see Charniak (1981) , Dorr (1989), and Sowa (1991) .) Thus, the rule requires only information that has independent motivation for being in the lexicon. As Selkirk noted, the same factors that govern accent placement in these constructions also constrain accent in verb phrases and sentences. In both cases the semantic interpretation of a head can be focused if its 0-complement is focused.
6This variation in accent is ~ seen in agents realized u verb. They dn nnt ne£eum'ily have A-structure (other than the external role for nouns).
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The same rules ((31) and (32)) are operative. Thus accenting potatoes in John twaddles POTATOES can serve to focus the representation (x twaddles potatoes) and similarly, accenting potato in POTATO twaddler focuses the representation (the x such that (x twaddles potatoes)).
A central question in the study of intonation is what factors govern accent placement. I have argued here that argument structure plays no role in this determination at least as to prenominally modified noun phrases and have shown how a theory of focus like the one presented in Selkirk 1984 can be refined to account for semantic constraints for accent placement.
